
Motivating women and entrepreneurs to birth
their business, book, or brand so they are no

longer stuck in life but thriving.

Artisha Bolding is on a mission to create and highlight a culture of spiritually centered, independently
wealthy women entrepreneurs, executives and leaders. Her goal is to break the cycle of buried gifts
and talents by carving out space for women to heal and pursue their purpose. 

With more than 15 years of experience as a corporate trainer and mentor, Artisha provides unique
insight to build lasting legacies of health, wealth, and wisdom. She is a dynamic communicator whose
words uplift souls and ignite minds. A gifted strategist, she partners with you to conquer great things
with power, passion, and purpose.

Artisha is the host of the Bold Journeyzz podcast and creator of Lyrics. an inspirational music blog. She
has been a community partner with CSRA senior initiatives for three years. Artisha earned her
Bachelor's from Howard University and Masters from the University of Phoenix. She is a certified master
coach and an ordained minister. 
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Artisha Author / Speaker / Transformational Coach

LIPSTICK
the patient is wearing

EMERGING FROM THE SHADOW OF DEATH
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Speaking Services
Keynote Speaker
Workshop Presenter
Mistress Of Ceremony 

Trainer
Event Host
Panelist

Pregnant With Promise
Uncovering the Real You
Mastering Your Plan
Returning To Center
Third Position 

Speaking/Training Topics

"Through it all, Artisha has been there during my birthing process. We completed an assessment to see
exactly where I was, my style of learning, a characteristic report if you will. When I read my results, I was
very excited but surprised that a quiz can tell on me! I said, “Now that all this has come to light, I have to
roll my sleeves up and do the work.” Thank you Coach Tee for pushing me!"
Juanita Grant, Co-Author of Game Changer Life Anthology

"Coach Tee is truly the Mindset Midwife. I had in my heart to write a book but was very nervous about
the process. Sometimes I wanted to give up but she gave me encouraging words and coached me all
the way through. If you are looking for a Coach, you have found the one right here. Tee gets results." 
Alexandria Marshall, Author of Do You Know What's Locked Up Inside of You?

"If you need a motivator or
mentor, you came to the right
place. She will push you into
birthing! You won't regret it." 

Rosemary Surgick, Host of
Make It A Rosy Day Podcast

Servicesartisha's

certified Life coach
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Bold Journeyzz
Podca s t  connect with Artisha

It's Time For A
Heart Check

Journal For Your Journey
31 Days of Prayer to
Center Your Soul

Indiction To Power
Break Up The Darkness In
Your Life, Burst With Light,
and Walk In Purpose

The Patient Is 
Wearing Lipstick
Emerging From The
Shadow of Death

Booksartisha's

"My heart is full just thinking about how Artisha is honoring and stewarding her second chance!"  Marcey Bush

Artisha has a great
comeback story and she’s so
transparent. The work she is
doing is well received; her
clients sing her praises.
People are giving birth to
things that deserve to be out
in the universe. 

Quinn Conyers, Author of
Speak Black Woman


